The World’s Longest Melody is the title of this CD, the sixth to date devoted entirely to Larry Polansky’s music, and, curiously, the title of not one but two of the pieces on it: The World’s Longest Melody (Ensemble), and “The World’s Longest Melody (Trio): ‘The Ever-Widening Halfstep’”, the final piece of for jim, ben and lou. On casual listening, the two pieces seem to bear little relationship to each other. In fact, “The World’s Longest Melody” is a generic title, which referred originally to a simple but powerful theoretical melodic algorithm that Polansky devised and first published in a set of pieces called Distance Musics in the mid-1980s; the title then became attached both to the software itself (several generations thereof) as well as to a number of compositions of radically different form and character that resulted from its use. This situation shows something of the nature of Polansky’s musical and conceptual world, where ideas constantly grow, mutate, and branch out in unexpected directions. There are no clear lines of demarcation between his activities as composer, performer, improviser, theorist, computer musician, teacher, publisher, editor, musicologist: Polansky’s whole artistic endeavor might be thought of as a search for ways of participating responsibly in the complexity and plenitude of the world, and of sharing its abundance with others.

The guitar has long been an important component in Polansky’s musical explorations, and this CD has grown from the enthusiasm for his work by the musicians of the Belgian electric guitar quartet ZWERM. The acoustic and electric guitar are featured both solo and in small and large combinations; a few pieces not originally conceived for the instrument are also presented here in guitar-oriented guise. This is true of the opening track, Ensembles of Note, which can be done with any instrumentation. It was composed in 1998 for the New York City–based Gamelan Son of Lion, at the request of its director Barbara Benary for a one-page process piece. Ensembles of Note has received many performances worldwide, and a glance at the score immediately suggests why—the underlying concept is so simple and yet so rich in interpretative possibility that one’s first instinct is to grab the nearest musicians around and give it a go. It is based on an ostinato pattern, heard here on claves, that runs throughout—an eight-measure sequence in five beats to a measure, structured as two times through a two-measure pattern followed by two times through a second two-measure pattern. Over this, the players gradually build melodies, first by playing only one note or sound anywhere in the eight-measure sequence, then two notes the second time through, then three, and so on, until they have built up what they individually feel to be a complete melody. (The patterns can either be worked out in advance or, if the players have a good memory, created in real time.) Once the melodies are fully ripe the musicians move, on cue, to play in rhythmic unison a few times through the ostinato to end the piece. Ensembles of Note therefore proposes an intriguing independence of form and material: the form, while variable in length, will nonetheless always be essentially the same, whereas the musicians’ material (other than the ostinato itself) can vary hugely in nature and style.

Ensembles of Note ostinato
Tooaytoods 1–11 are very short pieces written originally for solo piano at various times and places between January 2000 and September 2004. The first two were arranged for electric guitar duet by the composer; tooaytood 6 was originally conceived for electric guitar quartet, for a New York City group that never actually played it; and the others recorded here have all been arranged for electric guitars by Toon Callier. Although the literature of music contains an enormous number of short pieces, we have very few examples of pieces quite as short as Polansky’s tooaytoods. Each of the first eleven pieces in the still-expanding set is intended to be played in two seconds, although not all of them need necessarily to be taken at tempo, especially when arranged for other ensembles. On this disc tooaytood 9, the longest of them, takes less than twelve seconds to play; at the opposite extreme, tooaytoods 3 and 6 each last less than three seconds. But in this extremely compressed time-world matters of duration become not so simple. Several of the tooaytoods depend for their full musical effect on the resonance that hangs in the air after the last note has been played, so that some of the pieces divide, we might say, into an active part and a passive part, both equally essential. In tooaytood 2 the resonance of the last chord—D7 with a few lingering overtones—may last, as in this recording, longer than all the played notes that precede it. Here the resonance is full and rich, almost as though the “active” part of the piece has been merely a way of bringing about this lush sonority. In tooaytood 5, the resonance is quieter, more complex harmonically, more thoughtful, dream-like (the piece was written as a lullaby for the composer’s daughter). At the end of #9 we have a very low, steady, bass throbbing that seems both hip and profound. An equally fascinating problematic of duration seems to me to attach also to those of the tooaytoods that are played staccato, dry, their last notes not sustained: #3, for example, here the shortest of all, consists of six chords each of which is exactly half the duration of its predecessor, the result forming a written-out accelerando. To the ear, the effect of these accelerating chords—accompanied by a crescendo through the piece—is a sort of Alice in Wonderland moment of watching water disappearing down a plughole; we seem to need another few seconds to accept that the piece is actually over. The same is true of tooaytoods 6 and 11; events happen so quickly that we need some aural “recovery time” to digest what we have just heard. It is as though the form of these tiny pieces adds up to more than is actually stated: there is an eventful, articulated part, followed by an inarticulated part that, far from being empty, is filled with what might be called inaudible content. These, it seems to me, are just some of the fascinating perceptual questions opened up by the radically miniature scale of the tooaytoods.

Polansky calls the tooaytoods “a set of meditations on time, form and idea, and the conservation thereof.” The musical material of each piece is highly focused and coherent. tooaytoods 1, 2, 6, and 11 derive all their pitches from the harmonic series on a single fundamental, but each piece explores this starting-point in very different ways: in #1, the two guitars begin at opposite “ends” of the array of harmonics 1–17 of D and gradually converge in the middle; in #2 more or less the reverse happens; in #6, by retuning only three open strings, Polansky enables the four guitars to give the exact intonation of harmonics 2–11 of a low E; and in #11 he applies the “rhythmicana” principle invented by Henry Cowell, in which the frequency relationships among the notes are the harmonic-series equivalents of their rhythmic values. tooaytoods 3 and 7 in contrast use jazz-derived ii-v chord progressions (#7 even has a chromatically ascending bass line), while the harmonic worlds of #5 and #9 are freely composed, gently dissonant sonorities. #9 is one of two homages on this disc to Polansky’s colleague and friend Christian Wolff, and is, the composer says, a “homeopathic study in Christian’s ideas of ensemble playing.”
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for jim, ben and lou, for harp, guitar and percussion, is a substantial three-movement work written in the summer of 1995. Given the endlessly fluent and fertile nature of Polansky’s imagination one is somehow reluctant to describe any of his individual compositions as a masterpiece: but certainly this work powerfully encapsulates a wide range of his preoccupations and integrates them into a coherent whole that could not be mistaken for the work of any other composer. The title pays homage to three composers who have been important teachers, mentors and friends to Polansky: James Tenney, Ben Johnston and Lou Harrison. All three were pioneers of the use of extended tuning systems in music, and Polansky’s piece builds from many of their achievements. There are perhaps threads of specific connection in that the first movement explores the harmonic series (actually three different series), a preoccupation of Tenney; the second is a sort of theme and variations, a form memorably used by Johnston in works such as his fourth and fifth string quartets; and the third invokes Harrison’s interest in superparticular ratios, as well as his love of long, unfolding, unaccompanied melodies that seem to belong to no specific world music tradition (or, perhaps, to all of them).

The title of the first movement, Preamble, suggests a kind of prelude, an alap in Indian music, or a pathetan in gamelan music. But like the preludes of Chopin or Debussy it is not a prelude to anything; it is more like an initial statement of purpose, a marking out of territory. Harp and guitar are tuned to a complex pitch fabric (the odd-numbered harmonics, as high as the 17th, of harmonic series on C, E and G); the percussionist retunes the guitar, gradually but continually, while the player is still playing. The careful intonation pattern established at the outset is thus, quite literally, deconstructed as the movement progresses, giving an exciting feeling of the tones being liberated from their fixed selves. The second movement, Rue Plats (Resting Place) is a haunting version of Morris Rosenfeld’s song of that name. Although the original Yiddish words and melody are present throughout, this movement is more than simply an arrangement—perhaps an instance of what Stravinsky meant when he wrote that “whatever interests me, whatever I love, I wish to make my own.”¹ The movement is divided into four verses, each

followed by an instrumental “verse” that is essentially a variation on the melody. The words commemorate the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire in New York in 1911 in which nearly 150 women died, being unable to escape from the burning building because of the company’s policy of keeping doors and stairwells locked in order to stop them from taking breaks during their long shifts. Polansky specifies a just tuning with different shadings of intonation of the minor triad as well as different tunings for each octave of the harp. Equally striking is the percussion part, with its engaging home-made feel, using a small bass drum, a suspended cymbal, and three pitched metal milk cans (originally a reference to the Warsaw Ghetto; on this recording beer cans are used instead). The players also make pitched inhaled breaths (an Appalachian musical technique called “eephing”) and use a form of handclapping derived from Javanese tradition. The final movement is a succession of single-line melodic phrases in irregular rhythmic groupings of twos and threes (expanding gradually to longer groupings); these are played by harp and guitar, hocketing, with an improvised accompaniment from a tuned hand drum. There is the sense here that the melody, as the movement’s title suggests, is endlessly self-renewing and could easily go on forever. This final movement was written by computer, and uses The World’s Longest Melody algorithm to traverse the composite “space” of the possibilities within the guitar/harp tuning.

The earliest piece on this disc is “. . . getting rid of the glue . . . ” for solo acoustic guitar, written at Christmas 1978 during Polansky’s student years at the University of Illinois. The title quotes the famous description of the music of Cage, Feldman, Brown and Wolff by Henry Cowell, who said that these composers were “getting rid of the glue” that connects sounds together; the complex of thought habits and prefabricated materials that were the basis of conventional musical continuity was to be replaced by a new frame of mind that encouraged the perception of each sound as an event in itself, not dependent for its meaning on neighbouring sounds. Some of the sonorities of this piece seem close to the world of the New York School composers (for example, single notes registrally and dynamically isolated from each other), while others are prophetic of the new worlds Polansky had begun to explore, such as vocalizing, detuning a string in performance, and the deliberate use of microtonal subtleties of intonation where different inflections of the “same” pitch are found on the fretboard and amongst the (untempered) natural harmonics.

ivtoo, for multiple guitars, or guitar and tape, was written in October 2000 and revised some eight years later. It is another of Polansky’s explorations of the harmonic series and of canon form. It draws its initial pitch material from the first 17 partials of a low C, which are introduced one at a time through the first six minutes of the piece. The second section features cascading downward arpeggios. A brief calm chordal passage leads to a wild canon, with one guitar after another tracing shapes downward through harmonic-series pitch arrays modulating, by the final section of the piece, to G. The title is another of Polansky’s quirky “cross-linguistic/numerical shorthands”; this tendency began with a piece called ict (pronounced “forty”), to which ivtoo (pronounced “fortytoo”) is compositionally related.

The World’s Longest Melody (ensemble) was written in December 1992 and scored for electric guitar, electric bass, and drum kit. The version recorded here takes up Polansky’s invitation to add additional soloists to the piece, here saxes and electronics (in the first performance, with Nick Didovsky, Leo Ciesa and Greg Anderson, the ensemble for whom this piece was written, the extra soloist was Polansky himself playing computer; this recording uses a newer version of the same The World’s Longest Melody software). The presence of the guest musicians creates the
possibility of varying the number of repeats of certain measures to allow for group or individual solos. The notated part consists of a first half with seventeen measures, some of them repeated, which gradually lengthen (from the opening eight beats per measure up to thirteen beats per measure) and a second half of sixteen measures which gradually, though irregularly, contract in length to a final repeated measure of five beats.

_Ontslaan_ (toontood) for four or five guitars was written for ZWERM and premiered by them with the composer on fifth guitar in Ghent and Brussels in April 2009. It is based on the hymn tune “Dismission,” found in several shape-note tunebooks including _The Missouri Harmony_; the tune itself is originally a German Christmas hymn, although probably of Italian origin. A musicologist friend of Polansky’s found an old manuscript of an American version of it and copied it out for him; in one passage the original contains what are apparently mistakes that nonetheless create an appealing and gently dissonant harmonic effect that set the composer’s creative juices flowing. The hymn, stately and tonal, is presented at the opening of _Ontslaan_, but before it has gotten very far the guitarists appear to drift apart rhythmically and mild chaos ensues. The players then gradually begin to introduce embellishments, at first reasonably idiomatic but then becoming increasingly strange; by about three and a half minutes into the piece the music seems to be proceeding in slow motion, with occasional detuning and retuning of the guitars. After a while the activity and energy starts to pick up again, but this doesn’t last long and things once more subside. We realize the tune has returned; it is as though the players, having temporarily lost the plot, have decided now to fulfill their initial intention. However, as we might suspect with Polansky, things are much more controlled and very much less random than this description implies. _Ontslaan_ is, on one level, simply a set of variations on “Dismission” (of which the title is an approximate Flemish translation), which the composer worked out at the guitar and then wrote down. The resulting material was subjected to a process in which a computer program of his devising “time-stretched” the variations, rather like an unpredictable electronic delay system. The aural result of this process is what the composer calls “a heterophonic, non-determinate canon.” We might imagine a large congregation singing a hymn they do not all know, with individual singers drifting off the beat and others trying their best to second-guess the notes of the unfamiliar melody as they are singing it; alternatively, the heterophony of sung prayer in a traditional Jewish service.

toovviivfor, possibly pronounced “t(w)(o)o five six for four”, written for ZWERM in May 2009, is an orchestration of an earlier piece, _ii-v-i_. It is a gradual modulation between three harmonic series arrays (on D, G and A). The guitars are all retuned three times each in the course of the piece, to different tunings, and play only open strings, harmonics, and notes stopped at the seventh and twelfth frets (producing perfect fifths and octaves). The piece has a steady, gentle pulse all the way through, which forms a basis for improvisation (within set constraints) by the players.
The CD ends with a beautiful piece for solo electric guitar, played here by the composer. 34 Chords (Christian Wolff in Hanover and Royton) was written in December 1995 as a tribute to Polansky’s friend and colleague, then celebrating twenty-five years at Dartmouth College. But behind this unprepossessing-looking single page of music lies a web of connections to earlier chapters of American music. The piece is, in Polansky’s description, an “orchestration” of Morton Feldman’s unaccompanied choral work Christian Wolff in Cambridge (1963), itself written as a tribute to—or at least as a meditation upon—the same friend and fellow composer, then still in his twenties. The harmonies of Feldman’s work are retained more or less exactly (though always...
revoiced) but new elements are used to translate the complex harmonies to the more intransigent harmonic world of the guitar, notably pitch bends (almost always downward), the tapping of the right hand on the fingerboard, and what Polansky calls “a kind of finger and hand independence” that allows the player to produce the radically revoiced chords. The journey from Feldman to Polansky is mediated by a tantalizing snippet of music history. In 1966 Feldman composed a solo electric guitar piece for Wolff, who performed it several times, and had the manuscript in his guitar case one day when case, guitar, and manuscript were stolen from his car in New York. The manuscript turned out to be the only copy; neither Wolff nor Feldman himself was able to reconstruct it from memory. (Long thought to be consigned to oblivion, the piece re-emerged in the form of a recording of one of Wolff’s performances, found in an archive in 2007 and now transcribed and published.) Polansky’s 34 Chords (Christian Wolff in Hanover and Royalton), written in the midst of the long period when Feldman’s piece was unavailable, thus seems an act of consolation, as though comforting Wolff with the thought that while he no longer had Feldman’s electric guitar piece to play, the earlier Christian Wolff in Cambridge could be made to work on electric guitar. The gesture seems typical of Polansky, a composer generous in his concern for American music old and new, and one who works hard to keep the spirit and legacy of that music fresh.

—Bob Gilmore
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The Belgian/Dutch electric guitar quartet **ZWERM** was founded in 2008. The starting point of the four musicians of ZWERM is their common interest in new music—composed, improvised, experimental and performative. The awareness of the similarities between these different elements and the challenge of presenting them in a meaningful way is very important. In the twentieth century the electric guitar has proved to be the instrument of “low culture” and underground music. Therefore, it has found its way to composed music only very recently. The gap between these two fields remains wide. In this context ZWERM aims to be a group that is able to work in both directions, erasing the former boundaries between “high” and “low” culture—one which links things, uses/abuses traditions, and navigates between the many styles, conceptions and stages which are representative of today’s music. [www.zwerm.be](http://www.zwerm.be)
The four saxophone players and percussionist of [sic] met each other in August 2005. Coached by the famous Belgian saxophone quartet BL!NDMAN, they seek out unusual projects. The first result of this quest was Single Body Noise, a minimal program in a setting resembling a boxing ring. Subsequently, [sic] has provided live onstage accompaniment for Buster Keaton’s *Steamboat Bill Jr.*, and been involved with the improvisation project Pidgin, a collaboration with the electric guitar quartet ZWERM, Stefan Prins and Richard Barrett. Currently, the group is working on a new heavy rock program with bass player Lieven Eeckhout. [www.siconline.be](http://www.siconline.be)
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(tracks 2–5, 7–9 arranged by Toon Callier, 2009)

for jim, ben and lou (1995) 16:46

(three pieces for guitar, harp & percussion)

10. Preamble (for Jim Tenney) 5:34

11. *랙רא (Rue Plats)* (Resting Place) (for Ben Johnston) 4:59
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13. “… getting rid of the glue …” (1978) 4:06
18. 34 Chords (Christian Wolff in Hanover and Royalton) (1995) 3:07
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